By modeling difficult sources of linguistic variability in spontaneous speech and language, interfaces can be designed that transparently guide human input to match system processing capabilities. Such work is yielding more user-centered and robust interfaces for next-generation spoken language and multimodal systems.
Italian film with uh, what's his name? The guy who played Mario?
A: Yeah, Massimo Troisi, uh, Troy-eee-zeee.
Like interactive conversations, spontaneous speech to computers also is fragmented, disfluent, and linguistically variable in ways that make it very different from formal textual language. During the exchange illustrated in Figure 1 , the speaker first uses the map system's automatic locator to find Twin Lakes. As illustrated in the conversational exchange below, he then tries to add an open space to the map, but forgets to specify its intended location. After the system requests clarification, the user then speaks a lengthy and syntactically convoluted location description:
User: Where is Twin Lakes?
System: [map scrolls and highlights requested location]
User: Add an open space.
System: Please be more specific.
User:
Add an open space on the north lake to b... include the north lake part of the road and north. Spoken input such as this, which is disfluent, repetitious, and syntactically ill-formed, would be hard for current speech technology to process. Clearly, the demands on a user to plan the content and order of what to say while focused on a real interactive task plays a large role in generating these features of spontaneous speech. These same demands also trigger performance errors that must be repaired to prevent communication breakdown. Spitz, 1991) . This work has emphasized the need for realistic testing with simulated or fully-functional systems. It also has indicated that certain spoken language phenomena are more amenable to channeling than others, and that dramatic variation can occur in the successful elicitation of target language (e.g., city names, digit strings) depending on the type of system prompt.
Past research also indicates that linguistic convergence, or the tendency of people's speech patterns to gravitate toward those of their interactive partner, can be employed to guide human spoken input during human-computer interaction. For example, a few studies have indicated that linguistic features like wordiness, lexical choice, and grammatical structure can be constrained through modeling and shaping techniques, with some system prompts more effective than others (Zoltan-Ford, 1991) . One attractive aspect of this approach is that it does not require imposing any explicit constraints on users' behavior.
Our own research has shown that many difficult sources of variability in human speech (e.g., wordiness, disfluencies, lexical composition, syntactic ambiguity, perplexity) can be reduced by a factor of 2-to-8 fold through alteration of interface parameters such as presentation format, and without necessarily sacrificing user acceptability (Oviatt, 1995; . Such work demonstrates the potential impact that basic interface design can have on managing spoken input and its processability. In spite of the magnitude of improvement achievable in recognition rates through interface design alone, to date this approach has been underexploited.
We believe that modeling the unique features of spontaneous interactive speech can assist substantially in designing successful spoken interfaces. The approach of our research has been to: l identify sources of variability in the speech stream at different linguistic levels l identify and model hard-to-process sources of variability with respect to current and near -term system processing capabilities l discover interface techniques capable of effectively but transparently reducing these difficult sources of variability, thereby enabling more robust system processing The fundamental aim of this approach is to leverage more robust spoken language systems by using models of users' pre-existing language patterns, rather than attempting to retrain strongly entrenched patterns of speech production. Another goal is to design interfaces that guide spoken input toward simplicity and processability, using techniques that are neither noticed nor objectionable, and therefore that effectively avoid difficult sources of variability in the speech stream rather than having to excise or process them. We are in a better position to build more robust spoken language systems to the extent that we can:
l identify the underlying factors that cause hard-to-process sources of variability in speech l model the interface parameters that drive their observed frequency during human-computer interaction l summarize the design trade-offs associated with different implementation decisions, and use them to optimize system performance In this article, two examples of hard-to-process spontaneous spoken language phenomena will be presented-disfluent speech, and hyperarticulate pronunciation following system recognition failures. We will summarize research on modeling these difficult features of spontaneous interactive speech, and on designing interfaces for minimizing their disruptive impact on speech technology.
High-fidelity Simulation of Planned Systems
Our research primarily has involved proactive and situated data collection for the purpose of system design, which is done in advance of actually building a fully-functional system. To accomplish this, a semi-automatic simulation method is used, in which a programmer assistant plays the role of responding as the system. Figure 2 illustrates a test subject using what he believes is a fully-functional spoken language system to select real estate (right panel), a programmer assistant at a remote location who is providing simulated system responses (left panel), and a view of videotaped data capture for analysis purposes (left panel, large screen in background). As the subject works, the assistant tracks the subject's spoken input, and simply clicks on predefined fields at a Sun SPARCstation to send system confirmations back to the subject. An emphasis has been placed on automating the simulation software to the extent necessary to support accurate and rapid responding by the assistant. For example, simulated recognition errors are delivered automatically by a random error generator, which can be pre-programmed to deliver different base-rates and types of recognition error distributed randomly across task content. Since we believe that speedy interaction is an important interface characteristic that users expect in a spoken language system, an emphasis also has been placed on supporting subject-paced interactions that average 0.4-sec delay between a subject's input and system response. Technical details of the simulation method's capabilities and performance characteristics have been outlined elsewhere (Oviatt et al., 1992) .
High-fidelity simulations are the preferred method of designing and evaluating systems in the planning stages, in part because they are relatively easy and inexpensive to adapt compared with building and iterating a complete system. They also permit researchers and system designers to alter a planned system's characteristics in major ways (e.g., the input and output modes available in a multimedia system), and to study the impact of important interface characteristics in a systematic and scientific manner (e.g., the type and base-rate of system errors). In comparison, a particular system with its fixed characteristics is a less flexible and suitable research tool. In a practical sense, simulation research can assist in the evaluation of critical performance tradeoffs and in making decisions about alternative system designs, which designers must do as they strive to create more usable spoken language systems. Using simulation techniques, rapid adaptation and investigation of planned system features permits researchers and system designers to gain a broader and more principled perspective on the potential of whole newly-emerging classes of technology, including human-language systems and multimodal/media systems.
Using simulation research techniques, we are able to collect empirical data that can:
l reveal undiscovered phenomena of interest, such as landmark features of interactive speech, that will need to be processed by spoken language systems l quantify the prevalence of these spoken language phenomena l establish their causal basis through isolation and manipulation of the factors that drive them l interpret these phenomena in relation to performance and contextual factors that predict and help to explain them, such as the interface characteristics that influence their rate of occurrence
Disfluent Talk to Computers
Disfluencies in spontaneous speech refers to self-repairs that interrupt the smooth flow of an otherwise coherent linguistic construction. Examples of spoken disfluencies include (1) content self-correctionserrors in task content that are spontaneously self-corrected, such as "west of, no, east of Seven Hills School," (2) false starts-a spontaneous re-routing of the grammatical structure of an utterance, such as "I want to... give me a hospital within 1.5 miles," (3) verbatim repetitions-spontaneous repetition of a phoneme, syllable, word, or phrase while speaking, such as "Victor...Victorian museum," (4) filled pauses-spontaneous nonlexical sounds that fill pauses in running speech, such as "uh," "um." Disfluencies are a good example of a spoken language feature that occurs quite frequently in taskoriented interactive speech, especially when planning demands are high, whereas they are virtually nonexistent in noninteractive textual language.
Automatic Detection and Correction of Disfluencies
Since disfluent speech is widely recognized as presenting a major challenge and source of failure for current spoken language systems, it has been addressed in a couple of different ways. One computationally-oriented approach has been to search for reliable methods to automatically detect and correct disfluent content during interactions with spoken language systems. In general, this research has focused on identifying acoustic/prosodic cues for detecting self-repairs, either alone or in combination with syntactic, semantic, and pattern matching information (Shriberg, Bear & Dowding, 1992) . This approach to automatic processing of disfluencies is a promising long-term direction, although it also represents a difficult research problem that to date has not yielded a reliable and practical method for improving system recognition rates.
Interface Design to Avoid Disfluencies
A second approach has involved designing interfaces capable of substantially minimizing disfluent speech. It was assumed that if naturally-occurring disfluency rates vary for different types of spoken interaction, then latitude might exist for interface design to successfully reduce disfluencies. This research has focused on the following:
l studying disfluencies and their properties empirically during human-computer interaction, and modeling them quantitatively l identifying the underlying cognitive factors that drive disfluencies l designing techniques for structuring interfaces that can minimize disfluencies Table 1 summarizes the rate of disfluencies per 100 words in different kinds of spoken interaction, and confirms that rates can vary by as much as a factor of 11-fold (Oviatt, 1995 & in press ). Table 1 also reveals that disfluencies occur at higher rates in human-human than in human-computer speech, and are especially elevated during human-human telephone conversations. 
Predicting Disfluencies: Utterance Length and Cognitive Load
In the realm of human-computer interaction, several major disfluency findings have been revealed. First, spoken disfluencies are strikingly sensitive to the increased planning demands of speaking progressively longer utterances. In fact, a large body of data based on several studies has shown that almost 80% of all the variance in spoken disfluencies during human-computer interaction is predictable simply by knowing an utterance's specific length. The scatterplot in Figure 3 illustrates a linear model summarizing this relation, which generalizes broadly across tasks involving different communicative content. In short sentences of 1-6 words, the rate of disfluencies averaged a minimal 0.66, whereas in moderate to lengthy sentences of 7-18 words this average increased to 2.81-a 326% increase. In part, this relation may be attributable to the increasing cognitive load associated with planning the content and order of what to say, which rises progressively in longer utterances.
Type of spoken interaction
Disfluency rate 
Designing a Structured Interface to Minimize Disfluencies
One effective interface technique for reducing spoken disfluencies is to design a structured interface that successfully elicits brief utterances. An unconstrained format, which requires the speaker to selfstructure and plan to a greater degree, will lead the same speaker in the same task to produce a substantially higher rate of disfluencies than a structured form-based interaction that uses prompts like the one below.
Car pickup location:______________________
A highly structured format can reduce disfluencies to just 30-40% of those that would have occurred in an unconstrained interface. As illustrated in Table 1 , this format effect has been replicated across different communicative content and interfaces, including: (1) verbal/temporal tasks, as illustrated in the car rental prompt above, (2) computational/numeric tasks, in which the user pays bills by speaking to a structured bank register, and (3) map-based real estate tasks, as illustrated previously in Figure 1 . In fact, using a structured presentation format can have a broad influence on simplifying natural language processing beyond reduction of disfluent language. A structured format also can substantially reduce lexical variability, syntactic complexity and ambiguity, word bigram perplexity, and other aspects of language, while at the same time being users' preferred format by a factor of 2-to-1 .
Predicting Disfluencies: Location Descriptions and Cognitive Load
Complex spatial tasks can precipitate higher disfluency rates than other domains, as is shown in Table 1 . For example, during map-based interactions, analysis of utterances matched on speaker and length revealed that disfluencies are concentrated 50% more heavily on spatial location constituents than baseline ones. An example of this is the following self-corrected reversal of orientation:
User: Place a boat dock on the east, no, west end of Reward Lake.
Even articulation of relatively simple spatial location descriptions, such as the one above, can elevate users' planning load and precipitate errors.
Designing a Multimodal Interface to Minimize Disfluencies
For complex spatial domains, such as map-based interactions, an effective interface technique for reducing spoken disfluencies is to design a multimodal interface that includes a direct and precise input mode such as a pen. Pen input generally can be used to indicate points, lines, and abstract areas more quickly and effectively than a spoken spatial description. For example, in a multimodal interface a user can point to the west end of Reward Lake and simply say "Boat dock." When interacting multimodally, users' natural tendency is to avoid articulating spatial information whenever possible, instead conveying it with simple pen-based graphics, pointing, and gestures. In contrast, when users are forced to speak spatial information, a constellation of performance problems becomes evident-including higher taskcritical error rates, higher disfluency rates, longer and more complex syntactic constructions, and longer task completion time (Oviatt, in press ). For map-based interactions, a multimodal interface can reduce spoken disfluencies to just 50% of the rate that would have occurred for the same speaker completing the same task in a speech-only interface. Nearly all users, or 95%, also report a preference to interact with maps multimodally. The multimodal design of systems involving complex visual displays is a good example of an interface strategy that effectively but transparently avoids difficult sources of variability in human input, thereby enabling more robust system processing.
Hyperarticulation: The Cycle of Recognition Failure
Many researchers and corporate designers regard poor error handling to be a serious bottleneck preventing widespread commercialization of current recognition-based systems. This is partly a result of the fact that the widely-advocated concept of designing for error has yet to be applied effectively to the design of spoken language systems. Since speech technology is inherently error-prone, the amount of time that users actually spend resolving errors can be quite substantial, which makes graceful error handling an essential interface capability. Hyperarticulation is a good example of a hard-to-process source of linguistic variability that occurs in task-oriented interactive spoken exchanges, and one that is elevated when users try to resolve recognition errors with a system (Oviatt, Levow, MacEachern & Kuhn, 1996) . Hyperarticulate speech refers to a stylized and clarified form of pronunciation, although the term typically has been used in a global and ill-defined manner.
From the standpoint of building robust spoken language systems, hyperarticulate speech is problematic since it has been associated with elevated rates of recognition failure. To the extent that people do hyperarticulate while resolving errors, then recognition rates would be expected to degrade as hyperarticulated speech departs further from the original training data upon which a recognizer was developed. To our knowledge, current speech recognizers invariably are trained on original error-free input, typically collected under unnatural and constrained task conditions-they omit training on hyperarticulated spoken repetitions elicited during real or simulated errors. As a result, hyperarticulate speech presents a hard-to-process source of variability that threatens to degrade the performance of current speech recognizers.
In short, hyperarticulate speech appears to be both a reaction to system recognition failure, as well as potentially fueling a higher rate of system errors. That is, hyperarticulation has the potential to generate a cycle of recognition failure. These factors may contribute to the presence of spiral errors in recognitionbased systems, or system errors that occur repeatedly on the same propositional content (Oviatt & vanGent, 1996) . From the standpoint of usability, spirals are a particularly frustrating and consequential type of error. If the number of repetitions needed to resolve a spiral becomes intolerable to the user, it can prompt abandoning an application altogether.
The design of recognition technology also can contribute to this cycle of recognition failure. For example, one unfortunate property of Hidden Markov Models is the propagation of recognition error, such that a misrecognized word can cause others in its vicinity to be misrecognized too . Likewise, language models based on conditional probabilities can propagate recognition errors, because an error forces the language model into an incorrect state and increases the likelihood of an error on subsequent words (Jelinek, 1985) . To summarize, once an error has occurred, the properties of spoken language technology and users' reactive hyperarticulations both play a role in perpetuating error, thereby complicating prospects for a graceful recovery.
Modeling Hyperarticulate Speech
In our research, we have been creating a user-centered predictive model of how speakers systematically adapt their spoken language during human-computer error resolution. More specifically, we have been:
l defining the type and magnitude of linguistic adaptations that occur when people try to resolve system recognition errors l modeling users' adapted language quantitatively, including phenomena at different linguistic levels (i.e., acoustic/prosodic, phonological, lexical, input modality) l applying this information to the design of better error avoidance and resolution techniques, in order to support more robust processing in spoken language and multimodal systems Recently, we have discovered that users' speech to computers becomes substantially lengthier and more clearly articulated during system error resolution. In comparing matched utterances involving the same speaker and same lexical content occurring immediately before and after a simulated recognition error, the total speech segment averaged 12% longer, total pause duration 73% longer, and an average of 91% more pauses were interjected during repetitions following the error . Figure 4 illustrates two examples of these adaptations in repeat speech as a user repeats "San Diego"and the zip code "92106." In fact, the single most salient difference identified between original and repeat speech is this relative increase in number and length of pauses. Another major change is that speech during error resolution shifts from the relaxed and phonologically reduced style of conversational speech to a clear speech articulatory pattern. For example, in our corpus it was common for speakers to reduce t to the flap d sound during original input (e.g., saying "fordy" for 40), but to repeat it as an unreduced t (e.g., "forty") during error correction. Speakers also tend not to reduce nt sequences when hyperarticulating, so during first input they omit the t sound in 20 (e.g., "tweny"), but clearly articulate it when repeating during an error (e.g., "twenty"). In addition, they occasionally shift from a relaxed pronunciation with syllables omitted (e.g., saying " ` leven" for 11) to articulating all segments when correcting (e.g., "eleven"). Figure 5 illustrates that this shift toward a clear-speech articulatory pattern also corresponds with a drop in spoken disfluencies during error resolution, an inverse relation that is accentuated during a high base-rate of errors. 
Three Solutions to Hyperarticulate Speech
There are three possible ways to improve the performance of current spoken language systems on hyperarticulate speech. The first is to train recognizers on more natural samples of users' interactive speech to systems, including error resolution with the type and base-rate of errors expected in the target system. This approach would entail collecting a more heterogeneous training corpus as a basis for recognition. A second approach is to design a recognizer specialized for error handling, which could function as part of a coordinated suite of multiple recognizers, and could be swapped in and out at appropriate points during a system interaction. Building a successful recognizer of this kind would depend on the availability of accurate data and quantitative models of hyperarticulation, especially of the durational and articulatory phenomena that constitute its central landmarks. This may be a viable alternative in a form-based interface that has content-specific input slots, for example, since re-entry into the same slot could reasonably be inferred to involve a correction. A third solution is to avoid hyperarticulate speech by designing a multimodal rather than unimodal interface, an option that will be discussed in the next section.
Designing a Multimodal Interface to Avoid Error
In addition to modeling unidirectional shifts in the linguistic features of hyperarticulate or clear speech during error resolution, language also can be adapted in a linguistically contrastive manner that distinguishes repeat speech from the original failed input. For example, users' natural inclination during multimodal interaction is to shift input modes as they try to resolve system errors. In fact, compared with original error-free spoken input, this contrastive functional use of modes increases approximately 3-fold during error resolution (Oviatt & vanGent, 1996) . Figure 6 illustrates that the likelihood of shifting between input modes becomes more accentuated over repeated attempts at resolving spiral errors. These data suggest that an effective interface technique for avoiding hyperarticulate speech, as well as for expediting error handling in general, is to design a multimodal interface rather than a speech-only one. First, multimodal system design has the potential to improve error avoidance, since users often act upon good intuitions regarding a particular input mode's accuracy for conveying certain content. For example, they are more likely to write rather than speak a foreign surname, compared with other content (Oviatt & Olsen, 1994) . A well-designed multimodal system that permits flexibility can leverage from people's natural ability to use modes accurately and efficiently. Furthermore, the degree of error avoidance possible through multimodal interface design can be substantial. In one telecommunications application, up to 86% of all task-critical errors could be avoided simply by making a second input mode available (Oviatt & vanGent, 1996) . Secondly, a multimodal interface also would expedite recovery from recognition errors. Since the confusion matrices differ for the same content when spoken versus written, users' tendency to accelerate mode shifting during spiral errors may be particularly effective for shortcutting what otherwise could be a string of repeated failures. To the extent that people are free to switch to an alternate input mode, the likelihood of both avoiding and rapidly resolving errors therefore should be facilitated when interacting multimodally.
Multimodal System Development
The research reported here has inspired the design and development of multimodal systems in our laboratory, which support map-based applications ranging from real-estate and health-care selection to military simulation (Pittman et al., 1996) . In these systems, the user communicates through the Fujitsu Stylistic 1000 shown in Figure 7 , which is a wireless hand-held PC that provides both pen and speech recognition. The systems that we have developed integrate pen, voice, natural language, and multimodal interpretation subsystems via a distributed agent architecture . This agent architecture also allows the hand-held PC to control applications that reside elsewhere on the Internet and that may operate in different software and hardware environments (e.g., virtual reality software running in Unix on Silicon Graphics hardware). The small size and wireless communication of the hand-held, as well as its on-board multimodal interface involving spoken and pen-based input, are effective in supporting mobile use in a range of diverse field environments.
Through a combination of spoken and gestural input, users of these multimodal systems can add entities to a map, edit or move those currently displayed, ask questions about entities and related data, or issue commands to control the map display, filter information in the database, or set up and activate scenarios.
During multimodal interaction, users often select speech to describe sets of entities, or to automatically locate entities not currently in view. In contrast, they typically use simple graphic or gestural input to indicate locations, draw lines (e.g., tracing irregular routes), and outline spatial areas-all of which are more imprecisely and inefficiently specified when spoken. As an example, in a speech-only interface, military users typically speak location information using spatial coordinates with latitude and longitude designations. When a precise location is required, these coordinates typically must be adjusted repeatedly until the correct location is achieved:
l Spoken input: Place a point at 1 5 2 0 3 4 and call it objective alpha. Cancel that. Put objective alpha at 1 5 1 0 3 6. Cancel that. Put objective alpha at 1 5 1 0 3 7.
In contrast, placing a dot on the required location and speaking the object's name is more precise, and avoids the need for repeated errors and self-correction:
l Multimodal input: Objective alpha [*]
To process multimodal input, our research currently is developing a joint interpretation strategy based on parallel processing of the spoken and pen-based signals. In this approach, spoken language understanding compensates for ambiguity and potential errors in gestural interpretation, and vice-versa, through a statistically-ranked unification of semantic interpretations. 
Summary and Future Directions
Many basic interface issues remain to be addressed before technology can leverage fully from the natural advantages of speech-including the speed, ease, and interactive spontaneity that people experience when using it during human-human communication. One aim of recent research on spoken language interfaces has been to identify hard-to-process sources of linguistic variability in spontaneous speech, and then to develop predictive models accounting for these phenomena and corresponding interface techniques for transparently reducing their occurrence Oviatt, 1995) . Two examples of difficult spoken language phenomena were presented-disfluent speech and hyperarticulate pronunciation following system recognition failure. Recent research was summarized on modeling these difficult features of spontaneous interactive speech, and on designing interfaces to minimize their disruptive impact on system performance. One theme that has emerged from this work is the potential performance and usability advantages of multimodal interface design-in terms of the expressive power, accuracy, efficiency, flexibility, ease of error handling, and resulting system robustness that can be supported.
